EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION

Best of business training with focus on Asia

With the global marketplace characterised by rapid change, heightened public scrutiny and Asia’s ascendance, ACU offers an MBA programme that combines the best of global business training with a focus on Asia. The ACU MBA is the key for people who want to leave their mark and make their career in Asia and beyond.

ACU offers the Master of Business Administration (MBA) with seven specialisations in International Business, Entrepreneurship, Risk Management, Supply Chain Management, Islamic Banking and Finance, Islamic Insurance and Tourism Management.

Approved by the Education Ministry and accredited by the Malaysia Qualifications Agency, the ACU MBA programme is offered on a full-time and part-time basis.

Full-time MBA students can complete their studies within 12 months while part-time students can complete their studies within 28 months. Classes for full-time and part-time MBA students are held during weekends.

The ACU MBA offers an intensive 12-month full-time programme. It equips students with skills they will need in an increasingly competitive workplace.

Students will gain a global perspective with an in-depth knowledge of Asian economies, learn how business is conducted in Asia and recommend solutions that go beyond international boundaries.

With students from more than 30 countries and a diverse academic team with industry experience and industry experts, ACU MBA students can expect an intellectual, stimulating and insightful experience. They will learn how business is conducted in an emerging Asia market and the best practices of Asia’s successful companies.

Tran Thi Mai Lan, an ACU MBA student from Vietnam, said: "I am happy to have invested in my study with the ACU MBA because it continues to acquire knowledge that will boost my career.”

Professor Dr. Jufary Ait, dean of ACU School of Management, said: “Despite the challenges facing the global economy, Asia is expected to remain resilient and emerge as the region of growth. With the world looking to Asia for growth, ACU in University, an ICAS Institution in Asia, is the ideal place to gain knowledge on doing business in the region. The ACU MBA promises deep Asian insights while giving you a global perspective.”

ACU will help students to apply for their loans through the World Bank and Malaysian IS.

For details, call 1-300-300-238 or apply online at www.acu.edu.my